


"May I paint flowers?"

"Only if they are a quotation."

NO-JUNK MAil!

From: A Post-Modem Conversation.

CRAIG GOUGH

NQ-jullk Mail. Acrylic on canvas, 20SOcm X 4090crn.

Nobody, riO artist and probably no member of the general
public by IIOW beliroes that visual art is just all imitatioll
of what call be sten. Too much is known /lOW about
representation - evt'n by persons whose chief busi"ess
it isn't - for aPlY illusiolls to persist about imlOcerlt, or

eve" inge"ious, transcriptions from lIatllrt. Visual art is

art ml.'diating Ilature, "at mimickillg it. It's mediatillg
rlatllrl.' wllm it's not medialin:? prroiolls art - altd botll
COllrscs are ope11 to it, eqllally and always, '/Ow.

This exhibition falls into two parts: the large acrylic

paintings, and the - much smaller - oils, A

common impulse animates both sets, but each set

works it out in a, slightly, different way. As one

looks at the exhibition as a whole, similarities and

differences come together in a nice dialectic.

The large acrylic paintings

Craig Gough's exhibition 'No-junk mail'

approaches flowers - at least in the big works 

as suburban gardeners may, that is, through those

garden-supply firms' leaflets which come,

unsolicited, through the letterbox. Gough docs not

junk this mail, he composts it by composing

through it. Its odd layout style becomes a grid or

sighting~device through which Gough looks at

flowers, nurserymen's displays, gardens, and

garden statues - and at things such as

wheelbarrows and tree-pruners' ladders. His mixed

arrays are not merely as disordered as they might

be in a snapshot. II's worse, and better, than that. A

100k' from the world is recycled through the rather
unattractive layout of seedsmen's flyers; nature and

bits of architecture and artefacts are seen in terms

of a very banal kind of art. Almost.

The style of the junk-mail is used, but not copied.

Text, now so fashionable in painting as to seem

almost obligatory, has been deliberately suppressed

by Gough, Overlays to the leaflet images, "Special,

$14", "20% off!", "Good blooming plant", haw been

reduced to bare rectangles of primary colour which

float a little before the plane of the painting. There

is the odd triangle, monochrome trace of a layout

artist's two-colour printed comer-label on an image.

If you want to read the hovering rectangles as

allusions to Hans Hofmann feel free to. Where they

come from need not be where they go to. And
nowadays allusion will go almost anywhere you

like.

The chroma of the pictures in the present exhibition

is high, raucous almost. The high comes from the

high-and-shrill of the indifferent colour-printing of

the junk-mail leaflets, But the shrill tone has been

muted down to a deeper one: so much so that one

might miss the point about the origins of the works,

if one looked only at the colour. It is now rich,

luscious, and a touch discordant? Ominous,

perhaps. A darkness falls on these ostensibly bright

•

pictures. There is a residual mood, one feels,

flowing on hom the sadness of Craig Gough's last

exhibition at this Gallery in 1989. The play of deep

green and a range of wine reds reminds one of

Victorian wallpapers, with their opulent heaviness.

If this is a quotation, it may be unconscious. The

junk.mail one is very uphont.

The garden-figures, Davids, Dianas, gods,

goddesses, fairies and so on, are all casts of the

cheapish cement sort. Care has been taken to retain

their awkwardness, by transcription - even - or

by substituting an infelicity of drawing for one of a

sculptural sort. The references to Cezanne's Still·/ife
with amoren platre (c. 1895) Courtauld, are conscious

to the extent that Gough has a colour reproduction

of the work in his studio. And he has on his shelves

KE. Maison's Themes and Variations, London, 1960,

which has a photo of the plaster (pierre Duget?),

and a reproduction of a Cezanne drawing of the

plaster cast, along with a colour reproduction of the

still·life. Gough's garden figures come with

references. But this does not mean that you get

elegant figures such as the one in the Cezanne. Nor
does it mean that Cezanne's devices and notations,

rather freely taken from him by Gough in these

paintings, add up to his vision, imitated. Cezanne

is by now art-history, and quotations will be made:

they dd not entail discipleship to, much less

replication of. him.

Energy, fecundity, a sense of the seedsmen's plants

actually growing. is the animating force of these

pictures. Aowers as forces of nature are the topic:

rather than pretty flowers, pretty as pretty flowers
are, in nature and in art.

Any possible "nice garden" effect is censored by

the indifferenHttyout grid, a layout further parodied

by Gough by edge-to-edge conjunction of separate

panels in some works, and by arbitrary changes of

scale between elements of the one composition.

But parody, the appropriation of the

rather-ungainly, has been balanced by a nice

re-disposition of forms, relations and areas. The

result is not too pretty, though. Gough needs (and

offers) the pun on 'nice' in, 'a nice balance', in a

'nice garden'.

Junk-mllil! - SoU'1:C malerial

The wheelbarrow carries blood &: bone, lime,

potash, compost and odds and ends, It, in these

pictures, is a self~reierring image of the

miscellaneous freight carried by them.

The ladder, strong diagonal at once dividing and

linking the major areas of the composition of the

largest work, the eponymous "No-Junk Mail!",

offers us - as ladders do - a possible way out, a

way up to a higher view - to an Edenic garden of

the imagination. But pre-Iapsarian nostalgia is

dampened by the very everyday look of the motifs.

This is a look, made more everyday by the arbitrary

gridding, whose source we know, and are not

allowed to forget, and which is insisted on by the

- erased - price labels on plants still in their black

plastic nursery pots.

The picture "Inter' flora?" bounces off the old diche

of flower-painting as a women's activity: "Yes,"

Gough says, 'Tm inter' flora, too!. The big camellia

says so!". But the garden is not all flowers. The left

panel - carefully separated off, though the work is

one continuous canvas - holds a theatrical array

of garden statues, There is no play, no Goldoni or

Sheridan. There is only the play which fascinates

Gough, of the organic and the architectural: the

living flowers, and the stiff, unlively, garden figures,

not sculpted but lumpishly cast. It is a mere cast, or

cast of casts, this piece of theatre, but enlivened by

the overall aesthetic effect.

The central figure in "Garden Display" articulates

the two visual spaces of the work, which is presided

over by yellow roses. The process of reading the
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work, left to right, from the roses to the
pinkish-purple area, gives one a sense of how the
artist has ordered the various bits and pieces,

bandstand, statues, flowers, into an aesthetic whole.
As the eye proceeds across the work, they fall into

a pleasing order.

"Garden Furniture" progresses from garden. shop
stuff - pivoting on a wheelbarrow - to a set of
garden figures, seen in a shower of roses or peonies.
The whole work is a kind of transformation-scene,
like the ones in old fashioned theatre productions,
pantomimes and fairy plays. Gough's motto for the

whole show might have been, "Scenes
transformed". Happenstance becomes elegance.

"Nursery" shows little plants in pots, and all the
clutter of a nurseryman's display: on the left of the
big composition is a putlo on a globe The pUfto is

unresolved as drawing: this is a metaphor for the
potential of seeds and seedlings. We must wait upon
the season, to see what may come of all this. The
image is balanced on a point between "now" and
"then·in·the future"; it is of course static, but it

captures, even so, some sense of process, of the

procession of the seasons.

Y,IJow Rosn. Detail, Oil on 3 c~nvases. each can\'as 50cm X 4Ocm.

Not Edenic, not even conventionally pretty gardens,
much more like commercial seedsmcn's displays
than like the Festival of Melbourne's "Botanica",
these large acrylic pictures are places where the
banal advertising leaflets bloom into 'actual' leaves.

That's the metaphor.

There is renewal here. That's art: and it's Gough's

art.

Nursc·ry. Acrylic on canvas. 12lMkm X 21lMkm.

The Oil Paintings

The oil paintings In this exhibition are all small
flower pieces, rather in the tradition of Fantin·
Latour. They tend to avoid impressionism, and to
combine decorative realism with strong ploys with
colour. The focus can vary, sharp or hazy: but
prettiness is usually permitted, rather than courted.
Gough's interest in the living contrasted with the
architectural persists here: the vases are always as

important as the flowers. They are more, in the
picture, than just the things to put the water in that
they may be in reality. Sometimes window-frames
or the backs of stretched canvasses intrude, slightly,

into the pictures' rectangles. We are reminded,

always, that visual reality is being represented, not
presented. The bunches of flowers are not quite in
quotation marks - that would be too post modem.
Quotations here would not be too easy to source
either: flower painting is a great leveller.

There is in Gough's flower pieces no nonsense
about art just being about what one sees. The
flower-pieces are about art's being about the world,
and being another activity in the world, along with

carpentry and gardening. Gough taught art for
thirty years: he docs not propose to feign innocence
about it. His bunches of flowers come wrapped in

artifice: florists wrap in paper, and may hide the
flowers. Painters wrap flowers in paint, and reveal
them.

"Dill' must cultivate one's gardell"

Candide, Voltaire.

Craig Cough works, always, with great energy: and
over thirty years of painting - and teaching others
to paint - he has shown an indomitable
persistence.

Persistence as well as energy is nceded in any kind
of gardening. We can see the blooms, here.

Patrick Hutchillgs
JaPiU/Jry arid February 1995
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lwu I'"inlinl!"" II>< (;0""''' Ibl,I'M" on
,I>< occ..."" 01 iIs OOk..1Op<ni"ll
Invited ." t.k 1'"" in tl>< '5 Srn;e,,'
"hlblt;."" P"'"",n,l< An C.nln' (WAl
'WA Ani...' _ F-e>tiv.1 01 P"n,," Invit.t"'"
hM,;h<m - A" e.lk')' 01 ...... ,0..

Inez H"tchinson An Aw.. ,d (Vk,)
hhibi!Of, Ifoo, Menh<m • ..,,, y~"
lud~,... 1974 I'."ic~ McC.uglley, 1975
Robe" Grio',·~, 1976 F,..."J C_
Inviled '0 e,hibi, in 'Si, William An~;"

Art Aword.' _ Melboume
Invit.d.u .."ibit In 'he 1..,1'1" M,':;.uS"'·y
Memori.ll An !'Tize _ Melbourne
'Alic. Art Prize' _ Alke Sp';np.•,hiM",
C.p;ul Per""""n' An AwuJ _ Ceel""&
.,blbi'.....
J"'''gural 'S.ondringhomJ 8e.."m.. ,1< An
Aw"d' (Acq"i>irive)
Winne<. Judg", Roger J("mp
C.pil.1 Po"""""nt A" Awud _ Geelong.
..blblto,
Inme-d by Victorian Mini5lry <>f tho A".
'M M.lbou,.,.., T..mw.}'. Boon!,'o pain'.""'"·StIU W.'. Group hhibibon. Vklo, M"",
Galk')' _ 8"'-1>0,,,,
Im;,e-d '0 ..hibrt in "Cen'e...,}' hhjbirion
Buildinp An Prize' ($17,000) _ Melbou"",
'tlo"",ge' ~ Croup h"ibrt;,,,,- Victu,
MM-e Gollery. BriWne
Cwup hhi!>inon ~ wu,'" on "'1"" 
Quen'in C.llery _ Penh
's..."'_y' _ I"vi..""", Gmup E'hibiho>n_
'",-,rinS Sunbury.nd B"...hon Regional
Art C.IIe".., .......A,
GIlle')' An__ JVOup <xhib-rtion_
A,iom c.n..')' - Melboun",
In>rt.o'lon.ol Dr,win~ E,hibllion_
C."lfiekl A.... C.n,"" Victun.
The John McC.uglley M<mori.ll Art!'Tiu
_ A~isitiv< Invi..oooul E>.hjbirion
J";N Winn~' (...-;,,, M.ndy M.nln) - .,
Na'"""l C.lle')' of Vieto"" _ Mell>oum<,
J"dS'''' p McCa"g""Y. R ""mp. P. Rankin
51. Kikl. An Prile Winne,. Judg.: Pa,ric~

McC."gI><y
51..ff Exhibili<or> _ Chi'holm In.,m,'e u(

To<hnol<>gy - L.ng..·."'·n Meg"""'l
GIlle')' _ Victort.o

1987 C~n.tin~ Ab,,"'m, (;,.llt,"Y _ M.lb<l\>,.,..,
1'1l19 C~ri>li"" Abra"'".. Galle"Y _ Melb<l\>me
19'Kl 8M.C. Fine Art _ Sydney
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